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From Wicksell (1896), who argued for approximate unanimity, to

Arrow (1951) who showed the impossibility of a thoroughly satisfactory

democratic decision mechanism, one finds little support in the literature

of public finance for majority rule as an efficient means of determining

supplies of public goods. A notable exception is Howard R. Bowen's The

Interpretation of Voting in the Allocation of Resources (1943). Bowen

shows that if there is a single public good, if the marginal rates of

substitution for that public good are symmetrically distributed in an ap-

propriate way and if taxes are divided equally among the population then

majority'rule leads to an efficient output of public goods. Although

this is, as far as I know, the only theorem in the economic literature

which specifies conditions under which majority rule is efficient, it has

received little attention.1 The reason for this neglect is probably that

the assumptions of the theorem rarely are even approximately met. For

example, in most political jurisdictions, wealth is not symmetrically dis-

tributed and in consequence the symmetry which Bowen's theorem demand is

not likely to be realized. Furthermore, most economists would argue that

where incomes differ, some sort of income tax is more "equitable" than the

"head tax" which is considered in Bowen's theorem. In this paper we show

that for an interesting class of economies, Bowen's ideas can be extended

to demonstrate that majority voting together with an appropriate tax sys-

tem leads to Pareto efficient provision of the public good. As we will

show, these ideas are closely related to Lindahl's (1919) solution to the

public good problem, but suggest a notibn of equilibrium that is somewhat

closer to being practically implementable than Lindahl equilibrium.

Bowen' s Model

The model presented here is essentially that of Bowen. We assume
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that there are n individuals, a single public good, and a single private

good. Preferences of each individual i are represented by differentiable

strictly quasi-concave utility function Ui (X1,Y) where X is i's consumption

of private good and Y is the amount of public good produced. Individual i

has an initial wealth of W units of private good. Public good can be

produced at a constant unit cost of c units of private good. Letting the

private good be the nuieraire, stippose that individual £ is taxed to pay

the fraction t .>.'0 of the total cost of the public good. Thus if Y units

of public good are produced, he will have the amount X-=W - ct Y of

wealth left for private consumption. Conditional on this system of taxa-

tion, his preferences over amounts of public goods are represented by the

induced utility function, Vi(Y) = U ( - ct 1YY). If Ui is strictly

quasi-concave in Xi and 'Y, then Ui is strictly quasi-concave in Y. A

strictly quasi-concave function of a single variable is single-peaked in

the sense of Duncan Black (1958). Let Y* be the (unique because of single

peakedness) value of Y which maximizes ti(Y) on the interval [O,W 1 ]

of feasible outputs of Y. Let Y* be the median of the Y*'s. Then it10 i

follows from Black's results on single peaked preferences that t* is the

unique amount of public good supply that is stable under pairwise. majority

voting. Thus an interesting case can be made for Y* as the natural out-

come of many maajoritarian public decision processes.

We call the allocation of resources that results from such a pro-

cess a Bowen equilibrium. Thus for the model under consideration, we

d e fine a Bowen equilib rium as follows .

Definition

Let t >_ '0 be the tax share and 14 > 0 be the wealth of individual
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i and let t,= 1. Let Y* maximize U (W- t cY, Y)

and let Y* = median Y* and let X** * W - t ct*. Then the allocation
lE{l,...n)

(X**,...,X**,f*) is the Bowen equilibrium corresponding to the tax share

*distribution (t 1 ,...,tn

Bowen was able to assert the following quite remarkable result:

Theorem 1 (Bowen)

In the model described above, if median M.R.S. i(n*)M.R.S. (Y*),

1E{i,...,n} =

then a Bowen equilibrium in which t = - for each i is Pareto optimal.

Proof:

Strict quasi-concavity of T~ implies that M.R.S.i(Y)' is a monotone

decreasing function of Y. Therefore, where Y* = t* is the median of
j n

Y*,..,Y*, it must be that M.R.S. (Y*) = median M.R.S. (Y*) = tY M.R.S.i(Y*),
1E{1, .. .,n}

in
It mus t'also be that ---- M. R. S. (?*) = M. R. S. (?*).

n j ni=1
ri

Therefore c = M.R.S. (Y*). But this is just the "Samuelson necessary
i=1

condition" (Samuelson (1954)) for efficient supply of public goods. As

we demonstrate in the appendix, when U is quasi-concave, the Samuelson

conditions are suf ficient as well as necessary for Pareto optimality. It

follows that the allocation (X**,. .. ,X**,t*) is Pareto optimal where X**=

W - -- *for each i.
i n

Q.E.D.

The novel assumption for the Bowen theorem is, of course, the as-
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sumption that the mean of the marginal rates of substitution at ?* is equal

to the median of these rates. The most natural way of establishing such

a condition appears to be to assume that the distrubution among individuals

of marginal rates of substitution given the amount of public goods and

the tax system is symmetric. We illus trate by examples when this is more

or less likely to be the case.

Example 1 - The "transferable utility" case

For each i let Ui(Xi,Y) =RX + a f (Y) where f'(Y) > 0 and f"(Y) < 0

for all Y. Then if t = 1 for each i, it must be that C- = a f '(Y*). There-
ln n ic-

fore Y* = f'(-). Since f"(Y) < 0 for all Y, the inverse function, f 1(.)
i na.

is monotone decreasing. It follows that Y* is an increasing function of
i

a and that t* = f ' a a)where = median {a,...,a. Also, for any i,

M.R.S. (2*) = aif'( 2 *). It follows that median M.R.S. (2*) = af'(t*) and
i i1E{l, ... ,n)

1n

R. S . (Y*) =-of'(i*) whereai =- Xcca. Thus if the ai's are symmetri-

cally distributed so that a = a, then the condition for the Bowen theorem

is satisfied.

Example 2 - Log linear utility and identical wealth

The previous example had the peculiar feature that the "income

elasticity of demand" for the public good is zero. Thus Y* is independent

of W.. Here we consider -an example in which this is not the case. For
11

each i, let U. = lnX. + a.lnY. If t. =- for each i, then a bit of comi-

putation shows that Y* = ( ~) ()W . If W~ =W for all i, then ?2* =
1 1+a n i. i

___c W - nt
(-)W where a = median a.. Then M.R.S..(*) = a = a.( ) =+ iE{,...,n}t
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(- - . Thus median M.R.S.i(Y*) - - and M.R.S. (Y*) = -(-) where
a n i(1,...,n} i n n

i n
S= - ai. Therefore if all individuals have the same wealth, and-if

i=1

the parameters a are symmetrically distributed, Bowen's theorem again

applies.

Example 3 - Identical log linear utility functions and different wealths

Now let us consider the case where preferences are as in example

2 but the ai's are all the same, ai = a for all i, and the W 's differ.

i i

Then Y* = ()W and $* = a (n) 4 where 9 = median W . Then
1 + c i -~1 + a e iE{ 1, ... ,n}i

x* * W 4*
i i -n

M.R.S. (Y*) = a --1= a( ). Then computation shows that median
i *iE{1,...,n}

M.R.S.f(Y*)=i = and n M.R.S. 1 (Y*) = ((1 + a)- a]. Thus the Bowen
i=l W

condition will be satisfied if and only if W = W, that is, median wealth

equals mean wealth. If mean wealth exceeds median wealth, then

n n
M. R.S. (Y*)'> - so that 2 M.R.S. (Y*) > c. It follows from a simple

ni= i=1'

application of the calculus that if this is the case, Y* is "too small"

in the sense that it would be possible to collect revenue for an increased

amount of public goods in such a way that everyone's utility would be

increased.

A Median Voter Model with a Proportional Wealth Tax and Log Linear Utilities.

Since there is evidence that in most political jurisdictions, mean

income exceeds median income, (see Bergstrom (1973)) the result of example

-3 suggests that if utility is approximately log linear, financing public

goods by a "head tax" would result in a Bowen equilibrium with too little
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public goods. ThuLs we might consider a Bowen equilibrium where tax shares

are positively related to wealth. As it turns out, if the distribution of

"tastes" in the economy is appropriately symrmetric and uncorrelated with

wealth, we can show that a Bowen equilibrium with a proportional wealth

tax is Fareto optimal.

Let there be n individuals. Individual i has preferences repre-

sented by Ui (Xi Y)= lnXi + a ilnY and his initial' wealth is W i 0. The

public good is produced at constant unit cost c. Tax rates are propor-
Wi

tional to wealth so that t~ sj 5 txsae hr '...()i

U (W1 - tiYY)
defined as ~( individual i determines his favorite amount Y

UxWi . Y

of public good by solving the equation M.R.S. (Y) = tic. Solving this

a "
enjation yields Y* = C 1 )-' Thus differences in Y* between indivi-i L+a* ci

1

duals are due only to differences in ai and not to differences in w

Further-more, the larger is aj , the larger is Y*. Therefore where Y* is the

Wj

Athe 

median of the *'s and a is the median of the a. ' s , = a JL.
£ 1l + a c

W ct.P- a. cW.

Then .R.5..Y*) = a, -- () Therefore'M.R.S. (Y*)=

ci .
Y*a 

JW

ca Threfreif a = , itmus be that J1.R.S.. a*) = c. But this is
a i
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the Samuelson condition for efficiency. Therefore where X**- W - t cf*

Wi
, the Bowen equilibrium allocation (X*,.. ,X**,Y*) is Pareto optimal.

l+a

The results of this discussion are summarized by Theorem 2.

Theorem 2

Let there be n individuals where individual i has preferences

represented by U = lnX + ailnY and wealth W . Assume that the public

gcL
good Y is produced at constant unit cost c. Let t 1 = for each i.

W

If the a 's are symmetrically distributed and uncorrelated with the W.'s,
i1

then the Bowen equilibrium is Pareto optimal.

Lindahl Equilibrium, Pseudo-Lindahl Equilibrium and Bowen Equilibrium

Here we seek to extend results of the previous section to find

an equa3y satisfactory resolution for a more general class of preferences.

In particular, we would like to find a practical way of assigning tax

shares so that the corresponding Bowen equilibrium is Pareto efficient.

For this purpose it is useful to consider the Lindahl theory of public

expenditure determination. For a simple model of the kind discussed above,

a Lindahl equilibrium is defined as follows.

Definition

A Lindahl equilibrium is a vector of tax shares (t*,..t*) > 0

such that ~t =' 1 and an allocation vector (X*,.. .,X*,Y*) such that for

each 1, (Xb,Y*) maximizes U (X ,Y) subject to Xi + t cY < W. Bergstrom (1973)
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Foley (1970), and others have shown that Lindahl equilibrium exists and

is Pareto optimal for a rich class of models. Lemmas 1 and 2 state these

results for the simple model studied here.

Lemma 1

If utility functions are quasi-concave and continuous, and

W > 0 for each i, then there exists a Lindahl equilibrium.

Lemma 2

If preferences are locally non-satiated, a Lindahl equilibrium

is Pareto optimal.

If tax shares are all set at their Lindahl equilibrium levels,

then there is unanimous agreement about the appropriate amount of public

goods. Therefore the Lindahl equilibrium quantity of public goods is

also the Bowen equilibrium corresponding to Lindahl tax shares. If the

conditions of Lemmas 1 and 2 are satisfied, then Lindahl equilibrium

exists and is Pareto optimal. Therefore when these conditions are satis-

fied, there exist assignments of tax shares such that the corresponding

Bowen equilibrium is Pareto optimal.

As has often been observed in discussions of the "free rider

problem", computation of a true Lindahl equilibrium for a community would

require a detailed knowledge of individual preferences which not only

would swamp the data processing (and equilibrium computing) capabilities

of any government, but would also, in general, require the individuals to

reveal accurate information about their preferences, even though no mechan-

ism can be devised which would give selfish individuals an incentive to

do so. (see for example, Gibbard (1973), Groves and Ledyard (1977) and
4., 1
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Bergstrom (1976)).

Our analysis of the previous section suggests an interesting

possibility for resolving this difficulty. There we showed that if

preferences are all log linear and appropriately symmetric, then a Bowen

equilibrium with proportional wealth taxation is Pareto optimal. It is

also true that if all individual preferences were identical and repre-

sentable by the "average" utility function, U(Xi,Y) = lnX + alnY, then the

Lindahl tax would be a proportional wealth tax and the Lindahl quantity

of public goods would be the same as the Bowen quantity t* found in the

previous section. This suggests that more generally we could compute

Lindahl equilibrium for a hypothetical community in which preferences are

"averaged," ignoring individual eccentricities of tastes that are not

easily observable. Under certain circumstances, the Lindahl equilibria

so computed are Pareto efficient for the actual community and may also

be Bowen equilibria.

Let there be m observable types of individuals. Let n. be the

number of type j individuals. Assume that all individuals of type j have

the same wealth, W., and that preferences of the ith individual of type j

are representable by a utility function Ui (Xi,Y a ) where a is a parameter

of i's preferences that need not be observable to anyone other than i.

For each j, let a.- i and consider the hypothetical community
j

in which all type j individuals have the same utility function, U (X. ,Ya)

Then under the assumptions of Leimma 1 there will exist a Lindahl equilibrium

for the hypothetical economy and in this equilibrium, tax shares of all .

individuals of the same type will be the same.
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Definition

Let t be the common Lindahl share of type j's, and Y the Lindahl

equilibrium quantity of public goods for the hypothetical community des-

cribed above. The allocation is which type j's consume Xj= W - t cY of

private good and everyone enjoys iYof the public good will be called a

pseudo-Lindahl equilibrium for the actual community.

Theorem 3

Let variations in preferences within types be such that for each j

thereexist a fuction,Y,a )
there exists a function M (XY), for which yi ayM(X ,Y).

SY UU(X ,Ya ) j 2

Then a pseudo-Lindahl equilibrium is Pareto optimal. If, in addition,

for each type J, a = median a ai, then a pseudo-Lindahl equilibrium
SiE{l.,...,n )ji 3

is also a Bowen equilibrium

Proof:

Let t for j = 1,. .. ,m and Y be the pseudo-lindahl equilibrium tax
3

shares and quantity of public goods and let K. 14W- t cY. Then

t.c = a.M.(X ,Y) for all J. Then :.= n.t.c = n a.M.(X.,Y)

m j3  m jU(,Ya)Z X . -(X ,Y)=i. Therefore the Saimuelson con-

j= i=l 3 ~ j=1i=1U(X ,Y,a1)

dition is satisfied. It follows that pseudo-equilibrium is Pareto optimal.

i i
If a . = A . then Y = median Y*where Y.* is the quantity o f public

3 iE.{l,. .. ,n}

good that individual i of type 3 would most prefer given that his tax

share is t .. If Y is the median demand for each type, it is also the
3
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median over all types. Therefore where tax shares t are assigned to each

member of j, Y - Y* where * median Y1 *. It follows that Y is Bowen

iE l,...,In }

equilibrium quantity.

Q.E.D.

A Lindahl equilibrium, though Pareto efficient, requires unobtainable

information to be implemented. A Bowen equilibrium, while practically im-

plementable is, in general, not Pareto efficient. Theorem 3 suggests

that in an interesting class of cases, a pseudo-Lindahl equilibrium is

Pareto optimal and is a Bowen equilibrium. When the number of individuals

of each type is large, the informational requirements for implementing

a pseudo-Lindahl equilibrium appear to be considerably less stringent than

the requirements for a full Lindahl equilibrium. For example sampling pro-

cedures such as those suggested by Bergstrom (1974), Green and Laffont

(1977) or Kurz (1974) could be used.

Extension to the Case of Many Public Goods

These results can be extended in a straightforward way to the case of

several public goods. We can show that if variations in the marginal rates

substitution take a multiplicative form as in theorem 1, the multidimen-

sional pseudo-Lindahl equiilibriumn is Pareto optimal. If, also, variations

in preferences are symmetric, the pseudo-.Lindahl equilibrium is an i dimen-

sional Bowen equilibrium. (This latter notion corresponds to the idea of

a sophisticated voting equilibrium as defined by Kramer (1972)).

These res,alts are sketched more formally as follows. Let there be

n consumers, one private good and i, public goods. Each public good k is

produced at constant unit cost c k. Individual i has an initial endowment
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W of private good and a utility function U (X ,Y 1 '...,Y).

A Lindahl equilibrium consists of tax shares, (7ik, ... ,n ) )where T.

is the share of the cost of the kth public good paid for by i, with I T* =

and an allocation vector (X*, X*,Y*,such that for each i,
l'**'n

(X,Y,...,Y*) maximizes U subject to X*+ T = 1k Mi'
k=l

Let there be m types of consumers and let there be n, consumers of
J

type j. Let all consumers of the same type have the same wealth. Let

the marginal rate of substitution of the ith consumer of type j between

public good k and the public good ajkjMk i'l'''') Consider the

n3

hypothetical community where for all j and k, ajk = aj.k: ajk'j i=1

Solve for a Lindahl equilibrium for this hypothetical economy and call it

a pseudo-equilibrium for the actual economy. Using the same kind of argu-

ment employed in Theorem 3, it can be shown that pseudo-Lindahl equilibrium

is Pareto optimal.

Conditional on a specified assignment of tax shares for each public good

'i
and for each individual, tax shares tk define an n dimensional Bowen equi-

librium to be an allocation (X**,...,X**,Y*,...,Yt) such that if changes

in the amounts of public good are voted on one good at a time, no change

will receive majority -approval. Equivalently, this allocation is a Bowen

equilibrium if and only if conditional on the tax shares and the quantities

of the other public goods being fixed, each ?* is the median of the most pre-

f erred values forYk

If the values a$ are symmetrically distributed in each-group j then,
jk

it follows that for each population subgroup, the pseudo-&Lindahl equili-

brium quantity of each public good is the median of the preferred quantities

conditional on the Lindahl tax shares and the amounts of the other public
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goods. Therefore the pseudo-Lindahl equilibrium is also an I dimensional

Bowen equilibrium. This result is encouraging and somewhat surprising,

since as Kramer has pointed out (1973), if there are two or more public

goods, even with quasi-concave preferences there are in general likely to

be Condorcet cycles in pairwise voting.
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Appendix

Theorem 0 (Samunelson)

Let there be n individuals, on~e private goodl and m public goods.

Let preferences of individual i be represented by a dif fereatiab le func-
tion, 13 (X1iY 1 ,... Y) and let the set of feasible allocations be

a£
(K1, .. 3X Yl, ... ,Y)L 0Osuch that E X iz}Y k = . Let

i=L kl

i aYk
Mk(X)Y ,...,Y )= f. A. necessary condition for the

1 au (x JY)..
axi

allocation (Xk,. . ,Y n' , > 0 to be Pareto optimal is

~N(XI,Yl3...,YL) =ck for all k. If U is quasi-concave for each i,

k k

this con' tion is also sufficient.

The proof of necessity is familiar (see Samuelson (1954)). Though the

sufficient condition is widely believed to suf'fice, I have never seen a

proof in print. The proof requires the following Lemmia.

Lemma 0
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Proof of Lemma 0

Let U(x) > U(x*), x(t) tx + (1 - t)x* and f(t) = U(x(t)). Quasi-

concavity of U implies that f is monotone increaseng in t for 0 < t < 1.

It follows from a simple application of calculus that

(1) If U(x) -> U(x*) then (x - x*)DU(x*) _> 0.

We wish to show that (1) holds with strict inequalities. Suppose that

U(x) > U(x*) and (x - x*)DU(x*) < 0. Since x* 0 and x > 0, x(t)>>O for

0 < t < 1. Also (x(t) - x*)DU(x*) < 0 and U(x(t)) > U(x*). Continuity of

U ensures that there exists a neighborhood, N, of x(t) such that U(y) > U(x*)

for all ysN. Since DU(x*) # 0, y can be chosen so that (y - x)DU(x*) < 0

and U(y) > U(x*). But this contradicts (1). Lemma 0 therefore must be

true.

Q.E.D.

Proof of Sufficiency

Suppose (XI,...,Xn' l'...,Y) satisfies the marginal conditions of the

theorem and the feasibility equation and suppose (X ,...,XnY l,'' )is

Pareto superior to (X 1 ,...,n Y1 ,... ,Y,). The according to Lemma 0,

(Xi - Xi)+ (Yk k)>_ 0 for all i.
i k k

Therefore (X. -X ) + (X,Y ,...,Y )(Y ) > 0. But since

X 1 X, .,Y ) = Ck, this implies that (X~ -XQ + ck(Y k) > 0.

Since Z +XekkY=W, it' follows that XX+Z ck Y > W. Therefore the

Pareto superior allocation (X ,1 ...1.,Xn,Y 1 ,... Y) is not feasible. It fol-

lows that (X 1 ,...,X,Y 1 ,..., ) is Pareto optimal.

Q.E.D.
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Footnotes

1. An interesting paper which independently pursues a closely related

line of thought is Barlow (1970). See also Bergstrom (1973).
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